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Workshop Introduction 

 
Workshop Introduction 
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► Video: Introduction to the Workshop

→ Watch the Video “Welcome to Silk Painting for Fine Artists”
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An Artist’s Journey
 

 
'Venetian Masks' 

 
What could be more satisfying than to spend an afternoon painting an original work of art on 
silk? 
 
If I had to admit to one love as an artist it would be my love of silk paintings of landscapes, 
cityscapes, seascapes and still life.   I remember even as a young girl growing up in my native 
Moscow, Russia I was curious about the world around me, I saw things with a sense of depth, 
perspective and color -- always focused on the realism, the shadows, the highlights and 
composition which the developed and natural world around me presented. 
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I chose art as a vocation in my teen years. I come from a family of chemists so it might seem 
logical that I would have chosen to get a chemistry set from my father for my birthday, but I  
 
 
chose instead a set of art brushes and enjoyed learning to draw and paint and that stuck with 
me from the start. 
 

 
Old Moscow Neighborhood 

 
Entering college I was surrounded by artistic friends -- an eclectic group of young Russian 
boys and girls who had a spontaneity about us and a desire to explore.  One of my fondest 
memories of exploration is about a trip we took to Suzdal , a town in Russia famous for its 
medieval and renaissance churches and pastoral landscape and surrounds. 
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Image of Suzdal, Russia from  WikiTravel 

 
We found ourselves in modest accommodations upon arriving in Suzdal, even for budget art 
students! The next day we got up early to explore.  I remember being inspired by the imagery 
around me, and sat down and started to draw.  

I drew my interpretation of the buildings and landscapes -- not a literal replica of what I saw, 
but instead my interpretation of what I wanted in my drawing.  I left some buildings out, 
added a bit of foliage there, and developed an interpretation that was meant to inspire 
people viewers when it was completed. 
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Kidesha on the River Niel 

 
Technique for ‘Kidesha on the River Niel’ 

 

"During my travels, I take hundreds of photographs to capture images of the places and 
scenes I want to paint.  But before I take the picture, I use the frame of my viewfinder to 
compose the painting, setting its basic elements from the outset. 

The details of buildings or other landscape elements are often unreadable on a 
photograph, although colors are recorded fairly accurately.  So a few well-executed sketches, 
drawn at the the same time as I take the photographs, always helps me to remember all the 
sharp details that my eye can see.  I often follow the compositional rule of using three planes of 
view in my paintings, with the sharper brighter details in the plane closest to the viewer, and 
softer colors and fewer details as the planes recede in the distance. 

Many students ask me how I decide which details to leave in and which to remove.  I look 
at the total composition of my final sketch, removing and adding the ones that create the best 
balance.  Often I move a building or a tree to another part of the painting in order to find this 
balance. 

The work of photographing and sketching at the beginning of the process is necessary to 
create a painting that looks natural and effortless.  In “Kideksha on the River Nerl” I eliminated 
many of the buildings in my photograph to give the painting a sense of serenity.  And I added the 
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footprints in the snow to lead the viewer’s eye through the stone archway to the buildings 
beyond." 

 -- p. 5, "Silk Diary" by Natasha Foucault & Jeanne Michele Salander. 
 
In a way, as I began my own style and interpretation of the world as I saw it around me, I 
began the development of the workshop you are taking at this time. My constant desire to 
bring something more from the place or photograph combined with my desire to pull the 
viewer into the work and make them inquisitive about how I made it is what we will be 
looking at throughout this workshop. 

The Gutta Serti Technique 
The serti technique originated in France 
where a resist of gutta or other gummy 
water-soluble material is pulled along 
the silk either freehand or over a 
penciled illustration on the silk.  
 
 The word serti means 'fence' and refers 
to the creation of barrier lines in the silk 
that prevent the dye from flowing 
beyond them.  A closed gutta circle 
would completely contain the dye 
placed inside, while a broken circle 
would result in the dye flowing through 
the gap in the line.  

 
Proper gutta serti technique therefore is the skillful application of gutta to make a line of 
consistent width where no breaks allow for dye to flow outside the fenced area. 
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A precise gutta serti line is made on the white silk before the dye is applied. 
 'Cliff House, San Francisco', by the Artist. 
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Technique for ‘Cliff House, San Francisco’ 
 

"What attracted me most on this occasion was the effect of the foam dripping down the sides of 
the beer glasses.  To capture the intricate shapes it made, I needed to have an excellent 
photograph, because shapes dreamed up from the imagination tend to look false.  Sometimes I 
must ad resist lines because of the need in silk painting to have enclosed spaces, but I must be 
very careful with these. 
 
For the amber beer, I didn't want any white resist lines.  As always, I first enclosed all the white 
areas in the painting with resist, including the all-important foam.  Then I painted the beer 
areas yellow, built up the reflections in the beer glasses with successive layer of resist outlines 
and darker colors, and softened the reflections of the cliffs inside the glasses with salt to make 
them less solid.  Finally, I treated the ocean and sky with a very watery wash and plenty of salt 
to keep the focus of the painting on the table." - p. 124,  
 
"Silk Diary" by Natasha Foucault & Jeanne Michele Salander. 
 
In this workshop we will use the Gutta Serti Technique extensively and I will demonstrate 
how to apply it to blank (white) silk, over a foundation color (gutta layering technique) on the 
silk, and using pre-colored guttas such as black and gold for effect in your work. 
How to get the most from this Workshop 

We will be focusing in this workshop on the techniques I use to achieve the effects you see in 
my work.  I have always been intrigued by reflections in glass and on still water, shadows in 
windows and the colors around us.  
 
Silk Painting provides a wonderful opportunity to interpret and translate those images into 
fine art paintings of seascapes, cityscapes, landscapes, still life and portraiture. 
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'Noyo Harbor', Fort Bragg, California 

 

In order to get the most from this workshop, I suggest you take some time to learn how to use 
a camera to create images that you will be inspired to work with. Photographs are essential 
tools the artist needs in order to recreate an image days or weeks later, and so I encourage 
you to spend a little time practicing with your camera to come up with some images that you 
may want to work from in this course. 
 
Because my technique is 'interpretive' (taking certain elements out, adding new ones in), the 
ability to draw and manipulate from a photograph is not required, but strongly 
recommended.  You can work with tracing paper in this workshop, and we will go into detail 
on how to transfer your designs to the silk.  However those interpretations require a bit of 
your own panache and your confidence with a pencil on paper is also something I believe you 
will want to have before you begin.  
 
Finally, basic silk painting skills are strongly recommended for this workshop. The ability to 
blend color, work with water and salt and other techniques as well as handle a variety of 
brushes and implements with some skill will greatly improve your satisfaction with this 
workshop where our intent is for you to take your skills a step farther.  For that reason, if you 
haven't started out in Silk Painting before now, I recommend the workshop “Silk Painting 
with Jill Kennedy” where all of the techniques covered in this workshop are demonstrated as 
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well as practice lessons meant to get you up and running.  It is available from dealers and 
online. 

Silk Diary: An Artist's Journey from Moscow to Mendocino 

 
Book available from Amazon.com.  Click Here. 

The description of techniques I provide throughout this online workshop are borrowed from 
my book, "Silk Diary", which has many more plates and recipes and narrative about my 
journey and my fine art work. 
 
It is not required to have the book to do this workshop, but you will find it to be an enjoyable 
compliment to the workshop and something to view offline when you are not at a computer 
or mobile device.  It contains a lot more of the stories about my life and journey, more 
illustrations of my work in still life and portraiture, as well as composition analysis and 
technique.  We will go into further detail of some of these works both in the video and in the 
written part of this workshop. 
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View of the Piazza San Marco, Venice, Italy 

 
I teach this workshop normally in person in a 2-3 day class environment. I will endeavor to 
offer the same level of detail and information, imagery, suggestions, useful information, and 
of course --video demonstrations and close-ups of me working which you can refer to while 
you work on your own SilkScapes.  
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'Boat on a Roof', near Santorini, Greece 

 
That concludes the Workshop Overview.  I hope you find it inspirational and will join me on 
this journey.  I am always here to help you along the way on this self-guided workshop.  Feel 
free to email me  if you have any questions or concerns before or after you purchase the 
workshop. 
 
I look forward to hearing about your progress.  With so much colorful imagery and 
inspiration, it will feel like taking a trip to with me! 
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► Video: My Journey into Silk Painting
 

 

 → Watch the Video “My Journey into Silk Painting” 
Please sign in or create an account to watch this video. 

No purchase is necessary. 
 

GO TO VIDEO 
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History of Fine Art Silk Painting
 

Written for the Workshop by Andrew Galli 

Silk Painting and Ancient China 

 
Loquats and a Mountain Bird, 
(1127-79) Source:  Wiki Images 

 
When we say "Silk Painting" we are actually talking about a very broad category of artists and 
methods.  There is no one way to paint on silk.  
 
Some use resists such as wax and gutta, and others use no resist at all. 
 
Silk from China was initially used for writing purposes -- the Emperor's decrees painted on 
long banners than hung down for all to see.    Why not paper? Because silk was around for 
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many centuries before paper was invented, and carried the noble purpose of not only 
clothing people but functioning for writing purposes as well. 
 

 
Magnolia and Erect Rock, Chen Hongshou (1598-1652),  

Palace Museum, Beijing ,  Wiki Commons 

 
The Chinese mastered the art of painting everything from landscapes to birds and floral 
elements, often incorporating poems and other written elements as a part of the overall 
motif.  Ink was a common material used in silk paintings, as well as organic and mineral 
pigments, with some of the latter surviving in excellent form today. 
 
Artists such as Chen Hongshou were not only silk painting artists but skilled in poetry and 
prose as well; their work often combined calligraphy (ink) with painting (pigments) using a 
variety of very fine to wide stroke brushes to achieve their results. 
 
Silk Paintings were often hung from scroll as wall banners in formal and informal settings. 
Everything from battle scenes to galloping horses and other Chinese New Year symbols have 
been the subject of silk painting over the centuries, including the popular peony flower and 
butterfly type imagery we associate with Chinese painting. 
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The Yongzheng Emperor offering sacrifices at the altar of the God of Agriculture,  
Unknown Court Artist (1723-35). Hand-scroll, color on silk. In the Public Domain 

 
 
Japan took up Silk Painting from China around 300 AD and it has continued as a treasured art 
in Japan, Vietnam and other Asian countries to this day. 
 
It is important to note that for the most part, the Chinese and other Asian silk painting artists 
did not use gutta in their work; they combined their plant and mineral pigments with a glue 
to make a watercolor paste (gouache) that was thicker than what we find in Western 
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watercolors or gouache.  The thick paint provides greater control on the silk painting, as well 
as greater durability when the silks are rolled on a fancy wooden dowel, which has been the 
custom since ancient times. 

Modern Silk Painting and the Gutta Serti Method 

 
Indonesian Artist applying batik wax with tjanting.  

Photo:  Daniel Gundlach 

 
The gutta serti technique was first developed in Indonesia, where gutta percha (a natural 
latex) is harvested from the palaquium tree .  
 
Indonesians have been working with wax resists for centuries in the creation of wearable art, 
and it is most likely that the use of gutta was an adaptation of the popular batik method. 
Batik wax must be boiled out or removed with strong chemicals, and the gutta material can 
be left in or removed with mineral spirits.  So the benefit towards producing textiles for trade 
is there. 
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Gutta Serti technique, gutta applied over dyed fabric. 

 
The Western or 'modern' concept and term 'Silk Painting' is considered the period beginning 
around the early 20th Century (1920's or so), when the French began developing fabric dyes 
specifically designed for use with silk. 
 
Companies such as H. Dupont and Sennelier developed industrial silk dyes and also 
concentrated forms of their dyes available for artists.  The French adapted the use of Gutta 
Percha and created a technique known as Gutta Serti, which controlled the flow of the silk 
dyes which in their natural diluted state tend to flow quite freely on the fine silk fabric.  The 
addition of the Gutta Serti technique meant that precise imagery and more complex design 
work could be achieved when working with the silk dyes. 
 
Did the French conceive of Silk Painting on their own?  There was a strong presence of silk 
painting going on in Czarist Russia during the early 20th Century, and it is believed that both 
trade with Russia and the export of Russian Arts to Paris enabled French, Hungarian and 
other early silk painting artists to learn their craft. 
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'Tree of Life' Poncho.  Original design and wearable art from Natasha. 

 
Today we find Silk Painting both in Wearable Arts as well as Fine Arts as we are focusing on in 
this workshop. 
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'St. Petersburg Griffons' by Natasha Foucault 

 
While similar in materials and methods, the emphasis for Silk Painting in Wearable Arts is 
fashion and commercial viability, whereas with  Silk Painting for Fine Art the emphasis is on 
the composition of the image, shadow, reflection, depth of field, and other elements we look 
for in the fine art process -- a theme we will continue to explore throughout this workshop. 
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► Video: Things You Will Need
 

 

 → Watch the Video “What you Will Need” 
Please sign in or create an account to watch this video. 

No purchase is necessary. 
 

GO TO VIDEO 
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Material List: Recommended for This Workshop
 

 
The following materials and equipment are suggested only and you should consider 
local sources of supply for materials where you are in the world.  Issues such as 
humidity, water quality, temperature and other factors such as the quality of your silk 
will determine the ability to achieve similar results in your work. Please consult your local 
distributor for material selection or consult the suggested sources before you buy to get 
advice on working conditions. 
 
Natasha Foucault nor Galli Creative and their affiliates are responsible for the safety in your 
workplace.  Always use proper material handling and safety  guidelines when working with 
chemicals and appliances. 
 

Dye Colors 
 
Natasha recommends the following dye colors to replicate her process.  Dyes are 
available from many suppliers and there are many brands to choose from. For best 
results, we prefer you to use ‘steam fix’ dyes as not all other dyes and paints will achieve 
the same results. 
 
 

Yellow Royal Blue 

Cyan Turquoise 

Magenta Brown Sienna 

Black Chocolate Brown 

Poppy Red Kelly Green 

Apricot  
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Materials and Equipment 
 

● Wooden Stretcher Bars or Dealer Available Plastic Frames (Sized to Fit Artwork) 
● Silk Tacks for wood -or- hooks for plastic frames 
● Silk Fabric - Crepe de Chine, 16 mm weight 
● Silk Dyes (Steam Fix Method for brighter colors) 
● Chemical Fix Silk Dyes (ease of use - no steamer required) 
● Clear Gutta (Solvent Based) 
● Black Gutta (Solvent Based) 
● Gutta Dispenser Bottle (Tip #5) 
● Foam Brushes (1.5” x 2”wide, flat Synthetic Round Brushes #2 & #12) 
● White Tiles (For Blending Dyes) 
● Newsprint Paper or End Rolls (For use with steamer system) 
● Coarse Sea Salt (Natasha crushes hers with mortar and pestle) 
● Urea (Can be used like salt) 
● Strainer (Kitchen Mesh Metal Strainer or equiv.) 
● Baby Food Jars (Natasha recommends asking a friend with a baby for old glass food 

jars, work great with dyes.) 
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Glossary of Useful Silk Painting Terms
 

Please refer back to this glossary of useful terms as you proceed. Your local dye dealer will 
have a lot of additional information on the various products you will be using.  If you are 
interested in some information about dyeing, we encourage you to visit the website of Paula 
Burch, called Links within " All About Hand Dyeing" where you can spend hours no doubt 
getting answers to all sorts of dye related questions. 
 
Antifusant 
A liquid which controls the flow of the dye on the surface of the silk and allows fine detailed 
work. Jacquard calls it 'No Flow' however It is also known as stop-flow, anti-spread, malgund, 
primer and anti-flow. 
 
Diluant 
A solution which helps the dye to mix and helps even spreading of the dyes. Also known as 
dilutant, diluent, diffusant, thinner, diffusing medium, anticerne and diffusion fondnet. 
 

Discharge Paste 
A chemical used to remove areas of color from dyed natural fabrics, often resulting in much 
lighter or softer colors on the treated area of fabric (see illustration at top of page). 
 
Epaississant 
A thickener to mix with the dyes to form a paste like substance which permits the dyes to be 
painted directly onto the silk without spreading. 
 

Essence F 
Solvent to be used for cleaning the gutta nibs and mixing with the solvent based gutta to 
produce antifusant. It can also be used to change the consistency of the gutta. Essence F is 
only to be used if you are using solvent based gutta. 
 
Fastness 
A dye's ability to withstand exposure to light, washing and dry cleaning. 
The faster the color, the more resistant it is. 
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Fixing 
The process either by steam, for steam fix dyes or a hot dry iron for silk paints by which the 
color is permanently fixed into the silk. 
 
Gutta Percha 
A rubber like substance which is produced by the Palaquium tree  of Malaysia and Indonesia. 
 
Gutta Resist 
Made from gutta percha, this is a clear, colored or metallic resist which is used to stop the 
dyes running into each other. There are two types of gutta, a solvent based gutta and a water 
based gutta. 
 
Habotai (silk) 
A sheer, ivory colored woven silk fabric, once used mainly for making silk kimono, now known 
for its ease of use for dye purposes due to its ability to attract dye molecules to its protein 
fibers. 
 
Isopropyl 
(Rubbing) alcohol which is also a diluent which helps to mix the dyes and aid in even 
spreading. 
 
Momme (mm) 
A Japanese weight for silks. An 8mm habotai weighs about 1 ounce per square yard. 
 
Natural Fabrics or Fibers 
Any fiber of fabric that is not synthetic (e.g., protein-based (animal) and cellulose-based 
(plant) derived fibers such as silk, wool, cotton, ramie, hemp, and mohair. 
 
Nomographic Nib 
A metal pointed nib with a hole through which the gutta is squeezed. The nibs come in 
different sizes depending on whether you require a thin or thick gutta line. 
 
Over-dyeing 
Painting another layer of dye over a previously dyed silk. If you are using transparent dyes 
they will mix and create a new color. 
 
Ombré (effect) 
Blending gradations of one color into another. 
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Resist 
A substance or material which prevents the dye from bonding with certain areas of the silk 
fibers. 
 
Texture 
A surface quality. 
 
Thickener 
See "Epaississant". 
 
Synthetic Fiber/Fabric 
Any fabric or fiber which is man-made including polyester, nylon, rayon, and spandex. 
 
Synthrapol 
A mild soap which has been made especially for removing excess dyes after the dyes have 
been fixed. It can also be used to remove the size from the silk before you start painting. 
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Getting Started

• Thank you •

Thanks for Previewing the 

Workshop Companion PDF 

Enjoy the complete workshop by 
enrolling in the workshop today. 

VISIT WORKSHOP > 
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